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Quantum particle on a curved surface

Geometric potential: rediscovered time-and-again

Graphene: Is this the solution?

Conclusions



Quantum particle on a curved surface



Quantum particle on a curved surface
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Quantum mechanics of a constrained particle 
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The motion or a particle rigidly bounded to a surface is discussm, considering 1M Schriidinger equation of. free 
particle COI\5I"';ned 10 move, by lhe action or an po!<nlial, in an infinitely thin sheel or the ordinary three-
dimensional space. Conlrary to what seems to be the general belid in the this limiting process 
gives a perfectly welJ.defi ned result, provided that we take lIOme simple precautions in the defin ition of lhe pot<ntials 
and wave functions. It can then be shown thai tbe wave function splits into two parl$: the normal pan, which 
contains the infinite energies required by the """"nainty principle, and a tangent part which contains "surface 
pocemials" depending both on the Gaussian and moan curvalu ...... An consequence oflh""" results is Ihe 
existence or different Quantum mechanical propenies for two isometric surfaces, as can be s«n from the bound stale 
which appears along the edge of a folded (but nO( stretched) plane. The fact that this surface potential is IK>I a 
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�1(q1, q2) and �2(q1, q2) are local curvatures at point (q1, q2).



Geometric Potential: 
discovered and rediscovered...

Single bent waveguide:  Goldstone and Jaffe, PRB 45; Carini et al., PRB 46 (1992).
Curved 2D electron gases: M. Pepper et al., J. Phys. (1994). 
Spin-orbit curvature effect: M.V. Entin and L.I. Magarill, PRB 64 (2001).
Curved 2D electron gases: A. Lorke et al., Superlattices 33 (2003). 
Constrained quantum particle in an em field: G. Ferrari et al., PRL 100 (2008).
Signatures of geometric potential in Y-junctions: G. Cuoghi et al., PRB 79 (2009).
Geometric potential in photonic crystals, PRL 104 (2010).

 Experimental observation: only for light!
No experimental observation for fermions.



Slowly varying potential for fermions

Large at saddle points, κ1κ2< 0 and small on bumps.

 “Smooth” potential will locally lower the Fermi energy.

Gapless material: if  VG ~ EF the Fermi energy will shift 
from the conduction to the valance band. 

Continuum model requires �a� 1 where a is the lattice constant.
Two dimensional surface requires (3a) ⌧ 1.



Curved bilayer graphene with massive particles

VG
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curved bilayer graphene

Well-defined quantum wire.
PN junction without gating.

Create ripples using suspended 
(bilayer) graphene

Phys. Rev. B 80, 153405 (2009)

EF supression: ��1 � k�1
F � 10-30 nm

Lau et al., Nat. Nano. 4, 562 (2009)



Graphene: monolayer, bilayer, few-layer

1(q1, q2)2(q1, q2) > 0

1(q1, q2)2(q1, q2) < 0

Elasticity model: 
scalar potential for mono/bilayer graphene.

Proportional to Gaussian curvature: same for 
isometric surfaces.

Geometric potential: NOT the same for 
isometric surfaces. 

Is there a lattice analog of the geometric 
potential result?



• Novel properties of a particle on a curved surface.

• Graphene may provide an experimental realization 
of the geometric potential for fermions.

Conclusions and Outlook

Thank you!


